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DALTON THE BULLY: #1 At the May 13 Board of Aldermen Agenda Review
meeting, Dalton announced he planned to make the following commission
appointments:
Police & Fire
Lindsey Butler
Conservation
Dr. Matt Reuter

Parks
Pam Holman

Public Works
Ryan Mortland

Ways & Means
Sue Allen

Art
Skip Mange

Architectural Review Board
Jon Benigas

Apparently Matt Reuter has pissed of Dalton, with Reuter being given a commission that
five days later the alderpersons discussed dissolving. Sue Allen is back to the Ways
and Means Commission. That was a little strange because a year earlier she publicly
stated that she didn’t know anything about finance.
After Dalton finished Reuter spoke up providing some dissension. “I have some
concerns on the process. I’m not ready to vote tonight.”
This was followed by Lindsey Butler saying, “I too am not ready to vote either.”
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Here comes the sarcasm and a threat. Nothing like NOT encouraging discussion and
exchange of ideas!
“I anticipated that response and I don’t agree with it,” said Dalton. “I will change the
positions if there is not a yes vote tonight,” added Dalton. It would have been interesting
to have a “NO” vote and have Dalton follow through on his threat and change the
assignments. It seems that would be admitting the first assignments were poor choices
and he was doing a bad job.
In the regular meeting Ryan Mortland apparently was not crazy about Dalton’s
assignments either. He suggested a discussion. Dalton didn’t like this either.
“I think it is irresponsible. Wholesale changes, I can’t agree with,” said Dalton.
The thing is while the mayor makes selections, the alderpersons have to vote to accept
them and vote to approve them. They should have voted them down just to have the
discussion.
There was a motion to approve all the sections made by Dalton. That passed without a
discussion on a 6-2 vote with Matt Reuter and Lindsey Butler voting no.
BULLY #2 While a suburban town’s aldermanic meetings should be laid back and
relaxed, that is not how Dalton, the Statehouse lobbyist does things. He sounds like the
Speaker of the House. If there are new bills up for a first reading he tries to avoid any
discussion or debate. He quickly has the city clerk read the bill and without a pause
tries to move onto the next agenda item. Normally at these meetings a mayor would ask
“is there any discussion or comments.” Not Dalton, who doesn’t what to hear it.
On May 13 after an expenditure for more money for the Mason Road South of Clayton
extra wide sidewalk to nowhere fiasco was read, Dalton immediately went to the next
item. Ald. Lindsey Butler hit her button to speak. This caused Dalton to lecture her
saying they had moved on and when he paused (he took a half-of-a-breath without
pausing) she should have indicated that she wanted to speak.
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Not being friendly and understanding at meetings and wants it all “his way” simply
makes Dalton a BULLY.
SKIP MANGE WANTS SMOKING BAN OUTSIDE ON CITY PROPERTY. LOOK OUT
FOR CIGAR NIGHT AT THE TOWN SQUARE. Skip Mange being the good Christian
Scientist that he is wants to pass an ordinance to ban all smoking on city property.
There was a bill first read at the May 13 Aldermanic meeting. There is one exception to
the smoking ban on city property. City Hall is not to be considered “city property”
apparently. Here is why:
1) The police objected because when doing interviews and interrogations of criminal
they are usually allowed to smoke as a sign of niceness and make them relax while they
are confessing to crimes.
2) The court objected because many defendants at court are stressed out. For the
smokers there is a designated smoking area outside the front of City Hall.
3) There are still some city employees who smoke. There is a designated employee
smoking area outside at the rear side of City Hall.
The big problem would be enforcement. Would you have police officers hiding in
bushes behind benches in Longview Park in case a walker decides to sit down and
have a smoke?
Mange received a lot of push back from residents who thought the ordinance is stupid. It
has reached a point where Mange wants it continued and not be second read for a vote.

Two perfect subjects for police enforcement according to Skip Mange.
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Actually I think Mange should take his Christian Science belief a further and propose to
ban the drinking of caffeinated soft drinks and coffee on city property.

ONLY TENANT AT TOWN SQUARE MAY ALLOW SMOKING: They finally have
leased a store front in the commercial building owned by Bob Brinkman in the middle of
the Town Square.
The tenant will be a combination of Jewelry Store and Bar, called the Diamond Bar.
They owner of the Diamond Bar is reportedly also planning “Cigar Nights” and some of
those drinking cigar smokers could be outside and have the cigar smoke drift down over
city property.

ONLY TENANT AT TOWN SQUARE MAY ALLOW SMOKING
TOWN AND COUNTRY FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT DESIGNED HOUSE ON MARKET
FOR $1,200,000 The house is at 865 Mason Ridge Road, behind the Mason Ridge
Elementary School. This is a Frank Lloyd Wright designed house. He did not build it in
1964 since he had been dead for five years, having died in 1959 in Arizona.
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Looking at the current interior furnishings you might think you had entered a time
machine and were taken back to 1964.
Sitting on a 3.36 acre lot in Town and Country means the house is not worth that much
since land is going for $400,000 an acre.
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THE SATURDAY MORNING RETREAT: We spent a Saturday morning listening to
polite threats and lies at the annual Aldermanic Retreat Meeting. Here is our report.
Code of Conduct: Mayor/Lobbyist Jon Dalton dusted off a relic from 2009 and
suggested the Alderman consider a Code of Conduct and mentioned such a code was
originally introduced in 2009 by Fred Meyland-Smith. City attorney Steve Garrett stated
that the code as written maybe a violation of the first amendment but could be signed a
an unofficial pack between Alderpersons.
I don’t know why Dalton feels the need to violate First Amendment rights of
alderpersons unless he is worried about the Ward-2 Alderwomen launching an attack
on his ethics or lack of ethics. This is from my “Alderman’s Newsletter #28” from June
2009. It is a pretty funny and interesting read:
HEY YOU JUST BROKE THE CODE OF BEHAVIOR: Monday night’s work session
was great theater for 20 minutes when we got to the Fred Meyland-Smith’s Code of
Behavior. I even got the mayor to raise his voice and Steve Fons was screaming a
diatribe at me. Even the public got involved, which provided one of the funnier
moments.
Here is how the attempt to smash the first amendment into little pieces unfolded:
During the work session of the June 21 meeting the Code of Behavior was second on
the agenda. It came up at about 6:20 and was discussed until about 6:40 or 6:45.
Fred Meyland-Smith, who I liken to the role of Senator Joe McCarthy, was asked to
present his proposal by the mayor, who thanked him for his hard work.
“I believe our role as elected officials is to be in the best interest of the city at all times,”
said Fred. He went of to say his Code of Behavior is not for anything that has happened
in the past but to be sure we act in the best way possible in the future. Fred went on to
say as alderpersons we needed to be respectful of each other, the citizens and
businesses in town. He continued that this would not be an official city document,
but instead a document between the elected officials. He added there would be no
official enforcement of this document but it would be a “gentlemen’s agreement.”
(Now Fred added business and citizens! So we would not want to say anything
untoward about any of our many convicted Town and Country felons. I guess that
would keep me from complaining about service or lack of products at stores. …I am still
upset that Schnucks stopped carrying Skippy Peanut Butter…but I don’t think Fred
would like me to mention this to anyone.)
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Tim Welby thanked Fred for his hard work and used his simplistic “Life 101” reference to
Fred’s document. Phil Behnen that it was a fine document as did Steve Fons who said
most companies have similar documents.
(Tim’s Life 101 course apparently does not pertain to following election laws. A check
of Board of Election Commissioner files showed Tim failed to file required campaign
reports for three years during two campaigns.)
Fred then continued that his plan was to leave the document on the table and after the
work session any alderperson who wanted to sign the document certainly could do so.
I then asked if this was not an “official city document” why was it placed on an official
city agenda and why is it being discussed at an official city meeting.
Next I said that the document was vague. Who would decide what is a personal attack
or insulting language? Who will decide if someone is disparaged in a public expression
of our views and why can’t we disparage someone?
I then asked city attorney Steve Garrett to respond to my question about if this is not an
“official city document” why are we talking about it at an official city meeting.
This gave Mr. Garrett a chance to play the role of attorney Joseph Welch who during
one of the McCarthy hearings demanded of McCarthy…”Have you no decency Senator
McCarthy,” after McCarthy attempted to smear a young lawyer. But no, Steve did not
rise to the occasion. Instead he chose to play the role of Roy Cohn, the attorney for
McCarthy’s Un-American subcommittee.
Steve said he saw no problem in discussing this “unofficial document” after all we
discuss the Garden Club and it is not an official city body. Steve failed to mention that
we are always discussing the Garden Club (Mason Ridge Garden Club) because the
self appointed president of the club is routinely asking the city for official money.
STEAM VENTS: At one point Mayor Dalton raised his voice and asked if I had a
problem with discussing issues about ethics. I replied that I certainly didn’t. Let’s just
be specific about and give me a specific ethical issue and I am ready to go. (I can
name a couple to start with, like representing the city’s biggest contractor (the fire
district) as a lobbyist or representing four tobacco companies as a lobbyist and then
even talking about the pending resolution that the Board of Alderman apparently does
not want to pass. That’s just to name a couple.)
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THE PUBLIC WEIGHS IN: Chuck Lenz spoke and said that this whole Code of
Behavior was all about “Alderman Hoffmann’s newsletters.” Chuck said he had real
concerns about taking Constitutional rights from people. He asked, “How can we as a
city suppress as a rule what our elected officials say?” “You are going down a
slippery slope. While I have not agreed with all of Alderman Hoffmann’s opinions I have
forwarded his newsletters to many people in our subdivision and no one has ever said
they did not appreciate getting his newsletter.”
Then Mariette Palmer took the board to task and said they should not attempt to restrict
what people say.
That brought things back to me. “When I got elected I promised people I would let them
know what was going on at city hall and what my opinion was about it,” I said. I
continued that some people might not like they way I express my opinion but I promised
to do this and I will keep that promise.
THE FONS POINT-COUNTER POINT-GAME: I then responded to Steve Fons
comment that most companies have similar codes of policy regarding behavior. I said
that I didn’t work for the City of Town and Country as an employee. “I don’t work for the
city administrator or the mayor. I work for the people who voted me into office. They
can tell if they don’t like what I am doing. Not aldermen that I am critical of,” I said.
“The Board has every right to pass a dress code saying we can not wear flip-flops,
shorts and tank tops to meetings, but prohibiting a member’s first amendment rights is
something else,” I added.
Fons then turned beet red and began yelling at me. “You are nothing but a
backstabbing coward,” yelled Fons. “You got something to say to me you say it to my
face, do you understand you coward,” he screamed.
In the middle of his tirade Marietee Palmer stood up and pointed her finger at Fons and
yelled, “You are violating the Code of Behavior.”
Mrs. Palmer basically got the last word or at least the last one most remembered as
Fons continued to shout. However, since something happens to me after this
newsletter goes out…I hope some people will consider all veiled threats.
After this meeting Ald. Fons began sending out emails to other aldermen and members
of the public claiming I was mentally ill.
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ALDERPERSONS TALK OF MERGING COMMISSIONS AND ELIMINATING TWO:
Three alderperson spoke of the need to combine the Art Commission, Conservation
Commission into the Parks Commission. This was started by Ward-1 Alderwoman Pam
Holman, with Lindsey Butler and Matt Reuter agreeing. Butler had been the chair of
Conservation and Reuter is the new chair.
Consolidating government is good, but then Dalton and Skip Mange jumped “common
sense wall” saying how they wanted a returned of the Public Relations Commission.
Perhaps Dalton was on drugs or suffering from a mental illness with his next comment.
“I would like the input from people like Hera Gerber and Mariette Palmer,” said Dalton

Palmer

Gerber

This consolidation is on the agenda in the form of a resolution to be voted on at the
Tuesday May 28 Board of Aldermen meeting.
THE TOWN AND COUNTRY HISTORY BOOK: Apparently former resident Mary Ann
Hoffman has been working on a book dealing with the history of Town and Country for
20-years.
A draft of the book is done and at City Hall available for all the alderperson to review.
Skip Mange who believe watching your spending in unnecessary (Town Square
promoter, wants the city to buy a Frank Lloyd Wright designed house and publish a
book about T&C) .
“I have been interested in a book,” said Dalton
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COSTS: Mange mentioned that while Hoffman’s book has stories of families adding
“half the interviews are interesting,” (not exactly a great selling point) plus the history.
The interviews are not edited and appear in full. There is someone else who has offered
doing a coffee table book. He estimated the cost to publish the coffee table book at
$20,000 and Hoffman’s larger book at $40,000. The city would be expected to pay for
publishing.
“Is the city going to get its money back? NO! You will not get your money back,” said
Mange.

Mange
“You’d have to sell 400 if you want to break even. I can’t believe you cannot recover
your costs,” said Dalton.
AN OBLIGATION: Skip Mange was trying to sell that Hoffman was given instructions
by the city to produce this book, even if it was taking over 20 years.
“She was on a commission and was asked, ‘Mary Ann why don’t you write a book about
Town and Country?’ said Mange.
COUNTER WITH FACTS: “No Board of Alderman action was ever taken asking her to
write a book,” said Dalton, who looked at City Clerk Ashley McNamara, who clearly did
the research and was nodding in agreement with the statement.
However, not all the facts. We have it from a reliable source that Mayor Jon Dalton in
a meeting that was tape recorded told Hoffman she should write the book.
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WHAT’S TENS OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS? Skip Mange opened the discussion
by saying, “We are going to have to make a decision. Do we publish Mary Ann
Hoffman’s book?”
I’m not sure why the BOA has to make any decision. This is not on the agenda and at
no time was Mary Ann asked to write a book by the alderpersons.
Currently the police department does not have body cams for the officers to wear (a
delay in grant funding). Do you think $40,000 is better spent on police body cams to
reduce lawsuits and protect officers or going into the book publishing business?
TWO DAYS LATER I LEARNED THAT MANGE CLAIMING $40,000 IS NEEDED FOR
A LOCAL HISTORY BOOK IS NOTHING BUT CRAP! Two days after the Town and
Country Aldermanic Retreat I was at the Chesterfield City Hall and met local historian
Mark Leach who has written books on Chesterfield’s past dating back 1,000 years. He
self publishes and each copy of the book costs him $5, that is FIVE DOLLARS to print.

Leach explained to me how he dealt with Amazon Creates Space (recently bought by
Kindle). The book’s material is all on a computer file. When he gets an order he
contacts Kindle, they print out a book and send it to him for a cost of around $5. He
then sells the book for $15.
“They print the books as you order,” Leach told me. So there is no $20,000 or $40,000
required like Mange was claiming.
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Concerning ancient history around Town and Country, Leach teased me by saying how
a 5,000 year-old granite ax was found near Mason Ridge Elementary School.
The Saturday Dalton look through the years: On the Saturday of the annual 3-hour
aldermanic retreat meetings everyone comes casual in polo shirts, casual pants and
blouses. This year City Attorney was wearing a t-shirt and old blue jeans. Everyone that
is except the guy with the “little man” complex, Mayor/Cigarette and Gambling Lobbyist
Jon Dalton. He is always showing up trying to out-dress everyone in the room while not
wearing a tie. Remember the meetings are on Saturday mornings.

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

2019: Dalton has on a reddish wool sports jacket with thin horizontal lines and a white
dress shirt.
2018: It is the blue wool sports jacket (with more faint red horizontal lines) and of
course the “casual Saturday morning” cufflinks on the white dress shirt.
2017: This year it is the same blue sports jacket but with a pink dress shirt with white
collar and white cuffs, plus cufflinks.
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2016: The blue wool sports jacket with red lines, white dress shirt and cuff links.
2015: It’s the blue wool sports jacket (with red lines), white dress shirt with cuffs and
cuff links, getting the “You have to be kidding me” stare from City Administrator Gary
Hoelzer.
ODD, FUNNY, STUPID OR HEAD SCATCHING QOUTES FROM THE RETREAT:
“I like to go down rabbit holes when I see the train arrive,” said Ald. Sue Allen. What the
hell she was talking about I have no idea.
“I have no business on the Arts Commission,” said Mayor/Cigarette and Gambling
Lobbyist Jon Dalton.
“Then why I’m I on it,” replied Alderman/former mayor and county councilman Skip
Mange, whose body of work has not been in the art world.
“We need a newsletter with everything people want to read,” said Sue Allen, making a
rather tall order that newspapers and national magazines have never been able to
figure out.
The lie: “It was Lynn Wright who started the Arts Commission,” said liar Skip Mange. In
2009 after giving the public someone besides a cigarette lobbyist to vote for and losing
to Dalton who got 80% of the vote showing the city had no problem with a person aiding
in the killing of people with cigarettes, I still had the second year on my aldermanic term.
I had been the chair of the Public Works Commission. Not anymore! Dalton made me
the chair of the Arts Commission which he just started. The problem was it had no
members. It did not have enough for a quorum (6 of 10) until November of 2009 after
the Fall Festival.
Dalton gave us a zero budget. I came up with the idea to have a Fall Plein Air painting
competition in conjunction with the Fall Festival copying the very successful Webster
Groves Plein contest in the Spring.
My wife, an artist, who was active in Plein Air painting events, provided a list of area
artists who would be interested. Despite a recession commission members found some
businesses to put up a modest amount of prize money.
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I had done all this, but was voted out of office the next April. Lynn Wright was then
appointed to the Arts Commission. I attended her first meeting when we learned she
could not pronounce “Plein Air.”
After the retreat I informed Mange that twice that week he had lied claiming Lynn Wright
started the Arts Commission and the Plein Air Competition.
Mange has killed the competition after eight years complaining that the same people
always won it. (decided by different independent judges) I guess Mange would
complain with the Cardinals won four straight World Series.
TRASH COLLECTION PART 2: Last week we wrote how Ald. Jon Benigas wants to
have a single trash hauler in Town and Country, citing wear and tear on streets. Of
course Benigas lives in a gated community with its own trash hauler, but he wants to
take the freedom of choice of haulers away from residents. At the retreat meeting
Aldermanic Finance Director has some interesting information concerning hauling.

So Meridian with smaller trucks (doing less damage to streets and driveways) offering
rear driveway pickup has 1,550 customers and Waste Management has 1,750
customers
Each of these companies have about 25% or more of the houses in Town and Country
as customers. Apparently Benigas does not have a problem with pissing off over a
couple thousand voters.
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If Benigas wanted to have less damage on residential streets he would introduce a bill
outlawing tearing down houses and building McMansions. When that happens dump
trucks with dirt show up, large trucks with dumpsters, tractor trailers with lumber and
roof sections and tractor trailers with bulldozers and backhoes show up doing more
damage in a week than a trash truck does in years.

POLICE BEAT: Town and Country Police Detective
recovers trumpet stolen in car break-in within 48 hours.
On Saturday overnight into Sunday May 19 someone entered a car parked outside of a
home in the Williamsburg subdivision, between Clayton Road and Mason Road. On
Sunday the homeowner noticed that someone had rummaged through the front of the
car. She at first determined that some loose change was missing.
But on Monday when she was driving her son to school, he pointed out that his trumpet
was missing. It wasn’t really his trumpet. It belonged to the Music and Arts store in the
Town and Country Crossing Center. The trumpet was leased to the student and is
valued at $1,452, making the theft a felony.
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Music Instrument store

Det. Exline

Pawn Shops use to have to keep a paper record of transactions. Now it is digital and
can been reviewed by the police. Town and Country Detective Katie Exline found the
trumpet at a pawn shop in Hazelwood and recovered it on Tuesday. May 21. We are
expecting an arrest soon.

NEW POLICE CHIEF IS EXPECTED TO BE HIRED SOON: Word is that the Town and
Country Board of Alderpersons will vote on the appointment of a new police chief at its
next meeting or the one after that.

Town and Country Police Department is well run and for having limited calls due to so
much high end residential property the officers are very efficient at handling calls and
reports.
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Pat Kranz, Gary Hoelzer and Bob Arthur have done an excellent job at keeping the
department running at high efficiency. All three of them are from within the department.
They know what works, what doesn’t and where the problems are.
When you hire a new police chief, the new chief can either bring a few good ideas to
help an already well run department maintain its standards and make some minor
improvements.
However, a new chief from the outside can also come in with some short sighted plans
and goals that were used somewhere else that wrecks officer morale and creates
problems with the Town and Country force. Believe me in 32-years of working for police
departments I have seen this happen several times.
So I have my fingers crossed and hope the new chief keeps things running smoothly.
11 ACRES FOR A WARD-4 PARK TO BE DONATED: How will adding a fourth park,
plus the Town Square effect the city’s budget? There is already a $329.172 deficit for
Parks in the 2019 budget.

Plus the agreement calls for the city to maintain a Mausoleum for the property
owners, Earl and Juanita Weinman, when they die. After the donation the Weinman’s
would retain considerable additional land and a huge house.
The City needs a park in Ward-4, but can it afford one now and afford to maintain a
Mausoleum? The Weinmans own land at three different addresses that are all adjoining
property.
13237 Conway Road

9.33 acres

539 Tecumseh Drive (adjoining) 11.86 acres The Weinman house is located here. It
is one of the largest houses in Town and Country at 15,365 square feet with six
bedrooms and 9 ½ baths. An estimated value of the house and land is between $3.3million and $4.8 million.
507 Tecumseh Drive. (adjoining) 3.0 acres
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Here is the memo from City Administrator Bob Shelton to the mayor and aldermen:
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COUNCILMAN BARRY FLACHSBART COLLASPES AT CITY HALL: Two weeks
earlier I thought Barry Flachsbart looked terrible at the May 6 City Council meeting. He
could not talk above a whispher and had apparently fallen at home and broken three
ribs. His skin color was white/gray and he looked confused a couple of times. I was
worried abut his immediate health.

From May 6 meeting.

April

Then at the May 20th Council Agenda meeting in a back conference room, a few
minutes after the start of the meeting Flachsbart passed out with his eyes rolling back
before his head slammed into the table. He was out cold, unconsious for a time. When
he came to 9-1-1 had been called and Flachbart was placed upright in his chair.
He was now consious and it was decided to wheel him into a nearby larger empty
conference room with more room for the paramedics . They had taken two steps
pushing the chair when Flachsbart fell unconsious again. He fell face first out of the
chair onto the floor. We did not take any photos for the sake of privacy for Flachsbart,
who at 80-plus has served 28 of the last 30 years that Chesterfield has existed.
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Paramedics rushing into City Hall and Parks Director Tom McCarthy runs to contact
Flashbart’s wife.

The empty chair when
the meeting resumed
The meeting resumed at 6:25 with Flachsbart’s chair empty. Flachsbart had regained
conciousness once on the ambulance strecher. He was trasnported to St. Lukes’
Hospital. Mayor Bob Nation’s wife, a Nurse Practicioner at St. Lukes, met Flachsbart’s
wife and Barry at the ER.
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A MAYORIAL FIB: At the start of the regular meeting, Mayor Bob Nation made a very
strange statement. He said that Councilman Flachsbart was absent “after he felt a little
light headed.”

CHANGES AT EAST CHESTERFIELD PARKWAY AND CONWAY: The current
restaurant building that used to house The Scare Crow and prior to that The Press Box,
would be torn down. A new 4-story, 88-room hotel with some underground parking and
surface parking would be added where the former restaurant was located. The hotel
would be connected to the three-story 92-room Spring Hill Suites, already on the north
end of property and facing south .
The new hotel would be on the west side of the property facing east. It would also
contain a restaurant.
The proposal passed out of the Planning Commission after some changes were made
and passed out of Planning and Public Works on Thursday May 9.
Construction would begin within two years of Council approval of plans.

Vacant Restaurant building with existing hotel in the background.
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HEROIN OVERDOSE AT MOBIL ON THE RUN:
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from Facebook
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Tammy Albrecht lives in Chesterfield and is a regular shoplifter. Here are a few of her
arrests
10/19/14
12/02/14
07/26/16

Stealing reduced to “Littering” fined $175
Ellisville PD
Felony Stealing Walmart PG sent 4 years prison Chesterfield PD
But then placed on probation
Felony Stealing Walmart PG same judge placed
Chesterfield PD
Her on probation again and did not revoke first probation
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Mike’Kell A.J. Moore
The last job in 2018 for Moore we could find was as a cook at a Burger King. In 2019 he
claims to be working at a Proctor and Gamble warehouse. You have to wonder how
long he will keep any job with photos of him smoking dope on his facebook site (the
marijuana is in the hollowed out cigar). He gives a current address of apartment/hotel at
3570 N. Lindbergh in St. Ann.

Moore appearing to be high

His residence at Northwest Airport Extended Stay

Arrest Record
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Between 07/23/12 and 05/02/19 Moore has been arrested FIVE times for riding the
Metro without buying a ticket.
12/11/13

04/06/18
05/18/19

Felony Unlawful use of a Weapon PG 3/10/14
St. Louis PD
Placed on Probation / Probation Revoked 02/27/15
Sentenced to 3-year prison (Credit of 151 Days served
Pending trial and the sentencing )
Resisting Arrest
St. Louis PD
Stealing Under $750 From a Person
Chesterfield PD
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Wednesday May 21A convicted thief returns to Chesterfield
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Carl Antonio McCrady
Arrest Record that we could find:
11/08/06
11/02/07
08/08/12

Felony Stealing PG placed on probation/ prob revoked
Des Peres PSD
Robbery PG 7/10/08 120 days shock Prison then probation Frontenac PD
06/18/09 Probation revoked 7-years prison
Felony Stealing 05/22/14 Pled Guilty Probation
Chesterfield PD

LOCAL WOMAN & LAYAYETTE HIGH GRAD, PICKS UP SECOND DWI: Emily
Huntebrinker, 22, a senior at SE Missouri State, whose St. Louis area address is on
Adams Way Ct in Wildwood a few blocks from Chesterfield and Clarkson Valley, was
arrested by the Highway Patrol on last Sunday for DWI (prior offender…a 2015 arrest in
St. Charles County). She also has a misdemeanor drug arrest and conviction in St.
Charles County. She works as a server at the 36 Restaurant and Bar in Cape
Girardeau.
She is a graduate of Lafayette High School where she played field hockey.

Here is the arrest information from the Highway Patrol’s Online report:
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CRIME FOLLOW UP FROM LAST WEEK: We reported how Quinesha Lewis, 25 and
Gregreona Hampton, 17, were arrested by undercover Chesterfield Police officers at the
Polo Outlet store after they had also hit a number of other stores in the outlet mall.
The police did not provide mug shots last week, but we did receive them a week after
our request, this Wednesday.
Here our Lewis’ nine mug shots we found from past arrests:

Here is the most recent mug shot taken by the Chesterfield Police. We could not find
any mug shots of 17-year-old Hampton. Here is the Chesterfield mug shot where she
failed to following instructions of “Hold Still, but did smile.”

Lewis

Hampton
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CHESTERFIELD VET SUEING THE CITY HAS RETIRED FROM HIS PRACTICE. We
reported last week how Chesterfield Veterinarian Doug Pernifkoff was suing the city and
city council for turning down his rezoning request for a small piece of land at Clarkson
Road and Wilson.
The city had the lawsuit moved from State court to Federal Court as Pernikoff was
claiming his Constitutional Rights were being violated. The lawsuit appeared weak on
its face.
A reader contacted us shortly after the story was posted and wrote she had heard that
Pernikoff sold his practice next door to the land he wants rezoned. We contacted the
Vet office and learned that the practice had changed hands and Pernikoff had retired.
The primary vets are now Dr. Pam Von Behrens along with Dr. Magan Scheel.

Pernikoff

Von Behrens

Scheel

CHESTERFIELD UNLIKE MANY OTHER CITIES HAS A FULL STAFF OF
LIFEGUARDS FOR THE SUMMER. Parks Director Tom McCarthy was getting praise
for seeing trouble ahead in 2018 and hiring city-employed lifeguards instead of having a
contract with Life Guards Unlimited / Pool Pros for lifeguards.
At one point in 2018 Pro Pool provide only 25 lifeguards when 50 were needed. That is
when McCarthy decided to hire direct. This year while Kirkwood, St. Ann, Fenton and
other cities are searching for lifeguards with Memorial Day here, Chesterfield had 62
lifeguards for its pools and water features on the city payroll..
THE ONLY SPEAKER WHO GOT MY ATTENTION AND NOT IN A GOOD WAY: The
Chesterfield Planning Commission approved plans for a new subdivision under R-4
zoning. The Planning and Public Works Committee wanted it zoned R-3 which meant
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larger homes or duplexs could be built on the 2.14 acres piece of land on Conway Road
to be called Highland on Conway. It is next to gated private subdivisions.
The bill on the rezoning was up for only a First Read at the most recent City Council
meeting on Monday May 20, meaning there would be no vote on it until the next
meeting.

14880 Conway
One of the speakers during the public comment at the beginning of the meeting was
unhappy and did not want his lifestyle to be interrupted by normal people living in
houses near his. That speaker was Robert Tegman of the Conway on the Grove gated
subdivision.

Tegman said in Conway on the Grove there are age restrictions (no children). “We are
all mature adults with no children,” said Tegman. (He also mentioned restrictions on
pets.) “We have to park our cars off the street in a garage.”
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“This (Highland on Conway) will be an open subdivision. People will paint those houses
green and red and all kinds of different colors and park boats and trailers in their
driveway,” said Tegman.

Robert Tegman, a man against all seasons.
Then Tegman came in for the kill on how the Council should not approve this zoning in
fear of people enjoying their property and having fun while raising a family.
“These people can build swimming pools, fire pits and hot tubs, making noise all night,”
exclaimed Tegman.
Tegman has stepped up and inferred his subdivision and especially he is against people
raising a family, utilizing their property, have freedom of choice on decorations and
having fun. It was a strong statement. Maybe if you are against individual rights,
families, dogs, families using their property and having fun, you should keep your mouth
shut.
THUMBEE RETURNS TO CITY HALL:
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We last saw Thumbee on election day working the polls at City Hall for Ben Keathley,
who won reelection with 80% of the vote.
Then at the May 20 City Council meeting Keathley’s parents were at the council
chambers with Thumbee wearing his service dog vest. As I petted him and scratched
behind his ears, I was told he was part Newfoundland Water Dog according to DNA
tests (also part Boxer, Beagle and Lab). I’m not surprised. The times I have been to
Newfoundland the people are so darn friendly and so is Thumbee.
ART AT CITY HALL…THIS TIME JUST WEIRD: At the last City Hall art show they had
some weird stuff, but all of it was FUN. The current show is just weird. Here a few from
the last show:
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Now here are some from the current show:
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CHANGING TIMES:
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MUSIC: Normally a duo, last Wednesday it was a quartet at Sasha’s.

Below a sketch of the action on a paper napkin

WILD, COOL AND SWINGING MAY BE MAKING A PERFORMANCE WITH THEIR
ORIGINAL SINGER: We hear there is a good chance Jim Manley’s big band, Wild,
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Cool and Swinging might be making a return appearance with the band’s original singer,
Arvell Keithley.

Keithley now

Keithly with the original WC&S band 35 years ago

The 9-piece Wild, Cool & Swinging with Charlie B on vocals in 2014.
Arvell Keithley was the original vocalist with Jim Manley’s 9-piece big band Wild, Cool
and Swinging. Keithley left and started his own band, Arvell and Company. He was
replaced with WC&S by Charlie B. Charlie was an old hand at replacing original
singers. He replaced vocalist Walter Scott heard on the hit single The Cheater, with
Bob Kuban and the In-Men. Scott’s solo career was cut short when his wife and her
boyfriend murdered him and dumped his body down a well in St. Charles County.
Apparently the one-time only reunion with Keithley may be around July 20 at the
Gaslight Club. (Charlie B, has recently moved to Branson.)

CARTOONS:
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Two from Charlotte Peters’ son and CBC grad, Mike Peters:
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